
VLA Test Memo 196Spectral Line Phase Calibration with theContinuum Phase at the VLAM.A. HoldawayNational Radio Astronomy ObservatorySocorro, NM 87801October 19, 1995AbstractWe have observed the bright calibrator 0923+392 switching quickly between continuumand spectral line modes. After removing an apparently constant antenna based phase o�setbetween continuum and spectral line modes, we �nd that the di�erences between the contin-uum and spectral line phases are consistent with the expected atmospheric uctuations. Anew AIPS task should be written for observers to easilly take advantage of this technique.1 IntroductionVLA observations at Q band (40-50 GHz) will often be limited by phase uctuations, especiallyon the longer baselines. However, fast switching phase calibration with cycle time t '80 s canremove phase uctuations on spatial scales larger than vt=2, resulting in phase stability in allarrays which is comparable to the intrinsic phase stability of the D array. Fast switching requiresthat the calibrator be detected at high SNR over the 10-20 s in which it is observed, a requirementwhich can be met for a 0.25 Jy source when observing in continuum with two IFs, but which isseldom met when observing in spectral line mode with narrow channels. I demonstrate here thatit is possible to observe the calibrator in continuum mode and transfer the phases to the targetsource spectral line data after solving for a time independent phase o�set between the continuumand spectral line antenna based phases.2 DataOn 24 December 1994, I observed the 10 Jy quasar 0923+392 at 22 GHz in the VLA's C array forone hour. I cycled between continuum, 2IF spectral line mode with 16 channels and 12.5 MHztotal bandwidth, and 2IF spectral line mode with 32 channels and 6.25 MHz total bandwidth,each with 10 s integration time. The entire cycle time for the three di�erent modes was usually150 s, but the interaction between the schedule created by the observe program and the on-linesystem was not perfectly clean, resulting in varying cycle times and between 10 and 40 s onsource per cycle in each of the modes. The on-line system required 20 s of set-up time whenchanging between continuum and spectral line or vise versa, but required 30 s of set-up time1



Mode Theoretical Measuredrms �R � �L rms �R � �LContinuum 0�:17 3�:3Line (12.5 MHz) 0�:40 1�:2Line (6.25 MHz) 0�:56 0�:8Table 1: Gauging the data quality: we report the rms di�erence between the Stokes R and StokesL antenna based phase after a systematic o�set has been removed, averaged over all antennas, forthe three correlator modes we used. The measured R-L rms is higher than the theoretical due tonon-closing errors, presumably caused by bandpass mismatches which are more severe for largertotal bandwidth.when changing between the two spectral line modes. For comparison, the minimum set-up time,the time between two continuum scans when no antenna motion is required, is 20 s.2.1 Data QualityAntenna based gains where derived from the continuum data and the \channel 0" data derivedfrom the spectral line data. The quality of the data for each mode and each antenna was gaugedby the rms of the Stokes R gain phase minus the Stokes L gain phase after correcting for themean R-L o�set. The R-L o�set is roughly calibrated on-line for the continuum data, resultingin R-L o�sets close to zero. The spectral line data has very large R-L o�sets, but the twodi�erent spectral line modes had o�sets which di�ered by only a few degrees. The calculated andtheoretical rms gain di�erences after correcting for the o�set are shown in Table 1 for the threeobserving modes. The higher than expected measured rms gain di�erences are presumed due toamplitude and phase bandpass mismatches between antennas which become smaller with smallerbandwidths (no bandpass calibration was performed). Since the spectral line phases are so muchbetter than the wide band continuum phases, the spectral line system should be used for futureatmospheric studies.Antenna 4 had a single 50� phase shift which a�ected data in both Stokes, both IF's, andboth continuum and spectral line modes.2.2 Comparing the Continuum and Spectral Line PhasesThe hope is that the antenna based phase solutions obtained in continuum mode track the phasesolutions in spectral line mode. Three a�ects may limit the agreement of the agreement of thetwo phases after determining a mean o�set:� each continuum phase solution has an error of about 3�:3=p2, as determined by the R-Lgain phase di�erences.� each spectral line phase solution has an error of about 1�=p2, as determined by the R-Lgain phase di�erences.� the spectral line and continuum phases were calculated at di�erent times, and the atmo-sphere could have changed between the observations. The phase structure function allowsus to predict how much the phase changes over this short time delay.2



� the phase o�set between the continuum and spectral line data may drift with time.We solved for an antenna based o�set between the spectral line antenna phase time seriesand the continuum antenna phase time series interpolated onto the spectral line solution times,using the full hour of data. After removing the constant o�set, the rms di�erence between thespectral line and continuum time series, averaged over all antennas, was 6:�0 for both R and LStokes for the 16 channel data, and 5:�0 for both R and L Stokes for the 32 channel data. It isnot understood why these numbers are di�erent, suggesting that there may be a non-atmosphericcontribution. Figure 1 shows an example of how the gain solutions in continuum and spectralline mode track one another.Now we must determine if the rms di�erence between the continuum and spectral line phasetime series is consistent with the expected contributions from the atmosphere and the errors inthe phases as determined from the rms R-L di�erences. Unfortunately, the SNR of the individualphase time series was not su�cient to accurately determine the temporal structure functions onindividual baselines. However, the spectral line data from all baselines allows us to determine thespatial structure function, which was: ��(�) = 1:�38�0:27;where � is the baseline length. The power law exponent of 0:27 is below the Kolmogorov thin-atmosphere exponent of 0.33, which could be caused by the phase being dominated by LO noise onthe shortest baselines. The phase structure function evaluated at vt=3 = 10m=s�150 s=3 = 500mis about 7:�4, which is somewhat larger than the rms phase di�erences we found between thecontinuum and spectral line data. A lower number would be obtained if we used a lower windvelocity, or if the phase structure function power law exponent were a bit steeper. (The noisydata do not permit an accurate determination of the velocity from the standard methods.) Hence,it appears that the di�erence between the continuum and spectral line antennas based phases areconsistent with being due to the change in the atmosphere during the time between the continuumand spectral line observations.3 Future WorkThis test demonstrates that continuum phase calibration of spectral line data should work well.The 3:�3=p2 = 2:�3 phase errors presumably due to the bandpass errors in continuum mode willnot be very important for most spectral line observations. Since the R and L Stokes for bothcontinuum IF's can be phase aligned, there is potentially a very large gain in sensitivity on thecalibrator source, which translates into a modest reduction of the calibration cycle time, whichwould be especially attractive for long baseline, narrow channel spectral line observations at Kand Q bands. An astronomically interesting test of this observing mode in concert with fastswitching would be the next step. The observe program must be robust enough to accuratelypredict the behavior of the on-line system for very short times on source (10 or 20 s). Before thismode of observing can be used by the casual VLA observer, new software is required in AIPS tosolve for the phase o�sets and to average the phases in the di�erent continuum Stokes and IFs.Special thanks to Claire Chandler for a critical reading of this memo.3


